The Hellenitchock bunch burnt into Quotacy meeting Saturday at about 4:20 M. to intercept a persimmon on the coast, a great white, the rickie cords. The members of the group with but one occasional weakness and accepted the incantation process Prof. Hunter was quietly disappearing at the whole affair as he was in a well-known fact that he believes in the glorification of the past and what was good enough for our fathers is good enough for us.

Now, that the Helitchock Party has taken over the Quotacy scene it will be well to state some of the salient points of the platform of the new regime. The party leaders have been well aware of the ideas and purposes of the new era of women, Mrs. Whitehead Creamp, who will open on Pine Hill a "co-educational intensive school." The 10,000 deposed deans, who have brought them to the point of desperation, have been turned several handsprings. The in"portant discussion on the "potentialities of which pierced my epidermis as I situated myself on a small seat used to accommodate the audience. I realized I was entranced and in the course of the meeting several moral quandaries arose. The intransigent's plans were rejected with a great cheer given in solo form by 2000 students.

One onlooker on the scene left with a lasting impression of his emotions at this time to be a well-known patriot made to the editor for confer, "the Industrial Revolution, which is due to a small part, the point of the moment. There I was. I sat myself on a seat used to seat people when they sit down."
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Tiddly Towny Crown Pegusus Sovereign

Tom Pugnacious, intangible phantom of the century, strong colli-

ter, and vision star gazer, has cup con-

crated his energies in long-

standing ding flipper record.

One of the spectators who witnessed this was disinterested by the judges

since he was a lefthander and it helps

pace was at stake.

There have been many thrilling and

torrentaus events this year, but

one can compare in wit with skill

and the Annual Tiddly Towny which

has been loudly expected. Those that were picked for the nutts

all star team from 200 entrants

were: Tom Pugnacious, George

Miz, Harry Spitz, Paul

Lunger, and Dave Kirken.

The Winner of this Tourney, the

Cumberland Coast Herocles has scored at

very little harm, and has con-

fessed his hopes in getting recognition,

in the Olympic games of 1932.

At the age of 12, Pugnacious sur-

prised the world by slipping under

the relay team which has been con-

spiredly composed of a host of

youngsters and Yale men but at the

start, but, after the slip, his
courting stride passed them at the

half mark and was never in

danger.

Laughter, verses of Alfred ultimate,

surprised the world by bringing out

in the nick in which he had start-

ed but a few minutes earlier. It is
doubful if any man in this genera-

tion will perform his feats of

6 minutes flat.

The relay teams which competed of

Boston, Buffalo, Schenectady, Baby

Pool, in no manner, decided a sea-

culmination; the first time the relay

team has ever been defeated by

Hastings Track. It is doubtful if

which the Alfred track star could

ever own another opportunity to

express himself.

Coach Leek, flexed track mentor, who

wants every track star from fans under the
direction of such stars as

Car_DELAYED pipchuck, Dupont,

Newchem, and sealers the world's

record for the disc throw. In a

fit of anger and challenge, Leek

challenged the judges and hurled his

highly polished, polished, polished

heave, heave, ho.

The crowd moved with eviscerating

thunder that this act would be the

achievement of strength and

chamber that Leek should be given a chance with

his disc he was reputedly out-

reigned, but when the glory of his Alma

Mater was at stake he consented. The

disc left his hand like a shot, out of

the ground, and was never seen again.

The judges found it difficult to

measure, because they ran out of measuring

tape.
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Coeds Hot and bothered
About New Hokoe-Pokoes!

DEANS CANNED BY NEW DICTIONARY
Law and Order Replace Laxity

New Cultural Coaches
Curried Our Crowds

Under the supervision of the Helluvanitch movement, two new courses are to be instituted. These are: "A Study of the New Hokoe-Pokoes", and "Logical Construction of the New Hokoe-Pokoes". These courses are to be taught by Dean Nora, and will be open to all students.

Delightful Changes Seen
In the New Alford

What a changed appearance on the four-year-old campus since the monstrous and vicious Helluvanitch Party took us by storm! The students, those green Newswor, put to the sword all those who dared to use all his clubs. Human Hall has all the seats roped up and a hot glass front has been installed, through which one may watch the professors and students, who do not join the new movement, be thrown in lines and fed to the great furnace, which sometimes favours human beings to the professors and students. The tip of a nail and wine spread over the glass and 40 Malt Bikes dance before Prof. Towlor, who lies there green velvet pillows and anok desk. Each girl represents a small planet, step, in Lexicon of Medication—and What a Night!

APRIL FOOL!

ONE TO A JELLY BEAN
Wish I were a jelly bean
A jelly bean, a jelly bean
Wish I were a jelly bean

APRIL FOOL!